KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
HEAD OFFICE, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

SL. No. : 24/2019/OLE
Cat. No. : 256/2013

NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible to be called for Interview, for selection to the post of CLINICAL AUDIOMETRICIAN GR.II - Statewide (Category No. 256/2013) in MEDICAL EDUCATION on 9940-16580(PR) on the basis of Online Examination held on 05/02/2019.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test.

Main List

100001 100002 100003 100004 100005 100006
100007 100009 100010 100011 100012 100013
100014 100015 100018 100019 100021 100022
100023 100024 100025 100026 100027 100028
100029 100030 100031 100032 100033 100034

Supplementary Lists

Nil

List of Differently abled Candidates for 3% Reservation

Blindness/Low Vision

Not eligible

Hearing Impairment

Not eligible

Locomotor Disability / Cerebral Palsy

Not eligible
Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of application on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register numbers in the Short list does not confer any right on the candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note :- (2) The list has been prepared by including all the eligible and qualified candidates who attended the online examination.

Note:- (3) Candidates included in the Short List shall present and produce in person the original documents for verification and Interview. Date, Time and Venue of certificate verification and Interview will be intimated in due course.

Note :- (4) Candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes included in this list who are required to produce Non Creamy Layer Certificate as per G.O (P) No: 81/09/SC/ST/DD dtd 26/09/2009 shall produce the same along with the other documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents. SC/ST candidates shall produce Valid Caste certificate obtained from Revenue Authorities not below the rank of Tahsildar as specified in Kerala Gazette.

Note:- (5) For online examination, rechecking and revaluation are not allowed but printout of answer sheets will be issued to those candidates who apply for it by remitting the prescribed fee after the publication of Ranked List. Detailed instructions will be furnished in the Ranked List to be published for the post.
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